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Abstract
As a kind of accurate, rapid and real–time data acquisitions and processing technology, RFID can give unique identification to entity object, has been widely used in various industries, such as manufacturing, sales, transportation and so on. But with its widely application, many relevant problems, especially the safety issues of RFID system and the low cost issue of label have been raised more and more attention by people; therefore, a new and more appropriate security authentication protocol becomes necessary. In this paper, firstly introducing several now available security authentication protocols, and analyzing their strengths and drawbacks, then proposed a new authentication scheme based on Hash function, doing security properties and feasibility analysis of it in theory, and proving that the security properties of this scheme is more efficient, and it is more applicable to meet the needs of people through test at last.
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1. Introduction
RFID (radio frequency identification) is the general term for technology which uses radio wave to distinguish the single object automatically. As a kind of accurate, rapid and real–time data acquisition [1] and processing high technology, RFID can give unique identification to entity object, has been widely used in various industries, such as manufacturing, sales, transportation and so on. But with its widely application, many relevant problems, especially the safety issues of RFID system and the low cost issue of label have been raised more and more attention by people, especially in logistics, the demand of RFID tag is huge, so that the low cost of RFID will be much suitable. What’s more, as a result of the unauthorized reader’s reading and collecting the electronic tag information within its role scope, many consumers’ privacy information are revealed to some extent. In a word, when enjoying the much convenience brought by RFID, but at the same time, we have to face with and dispose of the numerous security problems of the RFID. Therefore, this paper introduces several now existing security authentication protocols, and according to the deficiency of these protocols putting forward a new and improved security authentication scheme based on Hash function and also doing theoretical analysis of the feasibility of this scheme [2].

2. The RFID System and its Security Requirements
The RFID system: Radio frequency identification (RFID) system is a kind of non-contact automatic identification technology which automatically identifies target object and obtain the relevant data of it through radio frequency signal in the open system environment. It has many advantages, and is widely used in transportation logistics, security and other fields [3].

RFID system mainly includes three parts: RFID tags, reader and the back-end database.
The structure is shown in Figure 1.

1) RFID tags: on the identified items, stores the information of the item, and in non-contact way to read the information on the label through the reader.

2) Reader: it can use the radio frequency identification technology to read the information stored on the label, and the information would be uploaded to the back-end database, and managing through the database.

3) Database: has a powerful ability to do data analysis and storage, and store information of the labeled item.

![Figure 1. The Structure of Structure](image)

Safety requirement:

1) Security and integrity of the data. Guaranteed the information transmitted between reader and label is encrypted, so that the attacker is unable to analyze the real sense from intercepting information. At the same time to ensure that the information transmitted is complete, and it must be against tampering, both sides can distinguish [4].

2) Privacy protection. Privacy protection mainly refers to prevent labels’ user from tracking. Illegal reader sends a query command on the label, and the talisman located the user through the specific respond sound of the label.

3) Anti replay attacks. If attacker filches effective information of the label through illegal means, and after a period of time and then passed to the reader, getting through by reproducing to cheat the reader certification.

4) Anti forgery and deny. Making sure that the attacker cannot get through the certification by the forgery of either party of the label and reader [5].

At present, there are two main methods to solve the security problem of RFID, they are: physical mechanisms and cryptographic mechanism. And physical mechanism includes faraday cage, blocker tag, active jamming and so on. But these physical methods increase the extra amount of physical device or element, which is not only inconvenient, but also increase the cost.


So far, there are various security authentication protocols about the security and privacy issues between reader and tags in RFID sensor network. There are 3 typical protection protocols of RFID security and privacy based on one-way Hash function: Hash-lock protocol randomized Hash protocol and Hash chain protocol.

![Figure 2. The Constitution of the RFID Security Protocol](image)

3.1. Hash-lock Protocol

It was a kind of RFID security protocol proposed by Sarma, to avoid information
leakage and being tracked, the real ID of label was replaced by metaID, namely metaID = Hash (key) [6]. And initially the label is locked; the backstage data store the secret key of each label, including metaID, ID and key. Certification process is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The Certification Process of Hash-lock Protocol](image)

The protocol uses the hard tightness of the one-way Hash function to encrypt the transmitted information, so to some extent solving the privacy preserving of access control. However, because the data metaID each tag answered is fixed, so the protocol cannot prevent the position tracking attacks; and the ID in plaintext form transferred in an insecure channel, an attacker can easily get the label information, vulnerable to the retransmission attack and spoof attack, does not have the indiscernibility [7].

3.2. Randomized Hash-lock Protocol

In order to solve the position tracking problem in Hash-lock protocol, Weis proposed the randomized Hash-lock protocol. It adopted ask - response mechanism which is based on the random number, is the improved form of Hash-lock protocol. [8] In the label, not only Hash function is embedded, but also pseudo random number generator, so that to ensure the unpredictability of transmission number by adding random numbers and the background database stores identities of all the tags. The specific validation process is showed in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The Specific Validation Processes of Randomized Hash-lock Protocol](image)

These protocols solve the position tracking problem of the label successfully by using the unpredictability of random number. However, because of the low cost and limited computation ability of the label, the integration of pseudo random number generator in the label is not realistic, implementation is more difficult. In addition, the identified tag ID certification was still transmitted through insecure channel, the retransmission and spoof attack are still not coped.

3.3. Hash Chain Protocol

The method of Hash chain is proposed by NTT laboratory, it is based on the shared secret challenge - response protocol. The tags in the protocol integrated with two different Hash functions H and G. Tags and background data libraries all stored the initial value, background database stores all the standard ID sign, constantly refresh the tag dynamically in the authentication process. And the authentication process is shown in Figure 5.
By adding label ID dynamically refresh mechanism, the protocol satisfies the indiscernibility and forward security, and also has strong anti-guess and anti-analysis ability [9]. However, Hash protocol is one-way authentication protocol, only authenticate the tag, not for reader, if an attacker masquerading as a legitimate reader, it is vulnerable to suffer the replay attack and spoofing attacks. In addition, the protocol requires two different hash functions \( G \) and \( H \), which increasing the production cost of the Tag intangibly, the computation library in background data is very big.


Aiming at the deficiency in the above protocols, someone has put forward many security mechanisms which are based on the password techniques in the study of RFID security mechanism [10]. Among all these encryption based security mechanism, design of RFID security protocol based on the Hash function has attracted much attention. Therefore, no matters from the demand side or from the low cost hardware implementation of Hash label. Hash function is most suitable for the RFID authentication protocol. This protocol can be divided into two categories: static and dynamic mechanism of ID mechanism [11]. It is also a three rounds protocol, as is shown in Figure 6.

4.1. Authentication Protocol Design

The initial conditions and the related instructions: In the initial state, tags and readers only need to memory its own logo, respectively are \( ID_x \) and \( ID_y \). The backstage database store all the tags and \( (ID_x, H(ID_x)) \) \( (ID_y, H(ID_y)) \) data of the reader. Among them, \( H(\bullet) \) refers to the encrypted data by Hash function. Tag is a passive tag with low cost, having small storage capacity and low computing power, the Hash function is safe enough for RFID, pseudo random number is also safe enough [12].

The authentication steps: RFID authentication scheme which based on Hash functions is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. RFID Authentication Scheme which based on Hash Functions

The specific validation process is as follows:

1. Reader generates a random number R, and sent Query and R to the label as the authentication request;

2. Label uses own identification $ID_x$ and the random number R calculates $H(ID_x)$ and $H(ID_x \parallel R)$ ($\parallel$ is the series symbol), and $H(ID_x)$, $H(ID_x \parallel R)$ will be sent to the reader as a response [13];

3. Reader uses Hash function to encrypt its own identity $ID_y$ and comes $H(ID_y)$ and differentiates with $H(ID_y \parallel R)$ which label sent or operates the $H(ID_x \parallel R) \oplus H(ID_y)$, and at last, the reader will sent R, H $H(ID_x)$, $H(ID_x \parallel R) \oplus H(ID_y)$ to the backstage database [14];

4. The backstage database will calculate $ID_x \oplus R \oplus ID_y$ and turn it to the reader;

5. Reader will work out their label ID according to its own $ID_y$ and the random number R, and sends it to label [15];

5.1. Safety Properties Analysis

1. Forward security: assuming that the attacker intercepted output of a label, and because of the one-way Hash function of the difference of random number R, the attacker cannot be back to this value according to historical data of labels, so this protocol has good forward security [17].

2. Anti position tracking. Due to the random number R is updated after each change, so in the process of certification, the response $H(ID_x)$ and $H(ID_x \parallel R)$ in the label are different every time, thus effectively preventing the attacker tracking according to the specific output.

3. Anti hacking attack. Because of the one-way of Hash function, randomness of R
and uniqueness of ID, the attacker eavesdroppers $H(ID_x || R) \oplus H(ID_y)$ also cannot read.

(4) Anti impersonation attack. Because the fake key lacks the Key, so when the reader asks, will not properly respond the encrypted $H(ID_x || R) \oplus H(ID_y)$, and will not pass the authentication. So, the protocol has security to the counterfeit attack. The illegal is not informed of the label and reader identification, so it is unable to masquerade as legitimate label and reader [18].

(5) Indiscernibility: towards the tag responding output, due to the use of one-way Hash function random number R, so that even if the attacker gains the output of multiple tags, and also cannot distinguish the output of each one; even getting the output of the same, also cannot distinguish the output of which time of the label.

(6) Anti replaying attack. Because in the communication process, we add the random number R, and each message authentication is new every time, even if an attacker intercepted a message $H(ID_x || R) \oplus H(ID_y)$ or $H'(ID_x \oplus R)$, he will not simulate the call in next time, effectively prevent the replaying attack [19].

5.2. The Analysis of the Performance Compared with the Last Protocols:

In order to clearly contrast the characteristics of improved new protocol and other protocols in security, the following table gives a detailed comparison. Among them, “+” represent in accord with the requirements; while “−” means disagree with the requirement [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security index protocol</th>
<th>Forward security</th>
<th>Position tracking</th>
<th>Impersonation attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hash-lock protocol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized Hash-lock protocol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash chain protocol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol in our paper</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security index protocol</th>
<th>Indiscernibility</th>
<th>Replaying attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hash-lock protocol</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized Hash-lock protocol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash chain protocol</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol in our paper</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By analysis in theory, we can find that: random Hash lock protocol and Hash chain protocol all have N amount level computation, which makes the computation amount high, having an effect on the cost and speed of RFID system. While in our new security protocol, the backstage database only need to perform 2N recording search, and once Hash operation. Compared with the existing protocols, the speed of the scheme is more fast. What’s more, because the storage capacity of tag is 1L, and also do not need a random number generator, which can greatly reduce the cost of the tag [21].

In addition, because the most computation and location are carried by the backstage database and with high efficiency, tags and readers in this protocol do not need to save identification information, finding the corresponding records and the most calculation process are implemented by the backstage database, with continuously increased number of tag and reader, the computation time of the backstage database increases slowly, therefore, this agreement also can be applied to the situation where number of tag and reader are much.

6. Conclusions

RFID technology is the best expression in pervasive computing idea. It not only has the incomparable advantage than the traditional technology, but also is launched in many new and valuable commercial fields. While the limited computing and storage resources of tags have brought a variety of security problems to RFID, which is also one of the key problems faced by RFID technology in its widely deployed. A lot of researches have been launched to solve these problems, after put into practice, we find that RFID security protocol based on Hash function is an important method in realization and protection of the security of the RFID system, is also one of the hot research topics at present in this field. This paper introduces several now existing security authentication protocols, and according to the deficiency of these protocols putting forward a new and improved security authentication scheme based on Hash function. After test, we prove that this scheme solve the various security and privacy problems existing between reader and tag in RFID sensor networks effectively, has the advantages of lower cost, higher efficiency and higher security. And at last, through the theoretical analysis proves its security properties, which further makes it the higher utility value in practical application.
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